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Reclaiming
the East

Hibiki: Resonances
from Japan
3 MARCH
–
Sho
: The Sound of Eternity
Mayumi Miyata

Michael Church meets curator Akiko Yanagisawa,
whose series Hibiki is a bold initiative to reclaim the
true traditions of Japanese music for a new audience

4 MARCH
Tsugaru-Shamisen:
Sheer Wind from the North
Shunsuke Kimura and Etsuro Oro

5 MARCH
Tradition & Exploration:
The Koto of Michiyo Yagi
Akiko Yanagisawa’s personal journey could stand
as a metaphor for what her Kings Place concert series
‘Hibiki’ – ‘sounds’ – is all about. Born in Tokyo, she
was brought up listening to Western classical music,
and this has remained her passion. Invited in 1997 to
study arts management at London’s City University,
she focused on orchestral music. ‘But then I found
myself starting to listen to Japanese traditional music.
When you are away from home, you begin to ask who
and what you are. And I realised that what I really
wanted to do was not promote Western music, but my
own, because I’d found that it was very patronisingly
presented over here.’ She researched a thesis on
‘the perception of Japanese music in Britain’, and
then began to put her conclusions into practice.
First she brought the work of the celebrated manga
artist Tetsuya Chiba to the ICA, spicing it up with
a synthesiser, a Japanese singer, and a performer
on the koto, which is Japan’s ancient version of the
zither. Then she promoted a larger group of Japanese
performers on traditional instruments, and took them
to the WOMEX World Music Expo, where they were a
notable success.
In a nation so famously pure-bred, Japan’s
ignorance of its own musical culture may seem
paradoxical, but the key lies in the great gear-shift
which occurred in 1868 when the new ruling dynasty
of this hitherto ‘closed’ empire decided to embrace
Western culture as its badge of entry into the modern
world. The piano – sweetly nicknamed ‘Western strings’
– became the musical symbol of this new awakening,
while the Imperial court musicians deputed to entertain
Western dignitaries were hastily schooled in Western
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In 1868 the new
ruling dynasty decided
to embrace Western
culture and Japan’s own
classical music withered
on the vine.

Michiyo Yagi,
celebrated
koto player

string-playing and church choral techniques.
Henceforth, Japanese schoolchildren were
taught to sing Western scales and harmonies,
and Japan’s own classical music withered on
the vine. In the early 1970s, as Japan’s national
pride was boosted thanks to the post-war
economic miracle, an attempt was made
to reintroduce traditional music to schools,
but there were no teachers to teach it; only
in 2003 did the government decree that all
middle-school students should ‘experience’ a
traditional instrument, but that’s still a mere
gesture. Significantly, each of the three star
players in Hibiki began with a Western musical
training, before gravitating to the music they
now so zealously pursue.
The first concert in this Kings Place series
will be devoted to Mayumi Miyata’s artistry
on the sho–. Looking like a bundle of petrified
icicles, this most ancient of instruments arrived
in Japan 1300 years ago from China, where its
descendant is now called the sheng; it’s also
the precursor of the accordion and our humble
harmonica. And as with these instruments, its
pitch can be varied by sucking or blowing; its
crystalline cluster-chords seem to freeze the
music’s melodic line. But what’s fascinating
about this concert is the way it spans the
ages, and crosses cultures. Some of the works
– for which Miyata is joined by soloists from
the London Sinfonietta – are by the avantgardist John Cage and by Japan’s greatest

20th-century composer, To–ru Takemitsu, both
of whom loved the sho–. Other works will be
taken from the Imperial gagaku. And gagaku
is living archaeology, the world’s oldest
orchestral music. The word, derived from the
Chinese ‘yayue’, means ‘elegant music’, and
its forms – which were laid down 600 years
ago – are still religiously adhered to. A full
gagaku ensemble comprises lutes, flutes,
drums and zithers as well as the sho–, and
with its haunting dissonances, its sepulchral
momentum and its languid swoops and slides,
the music itself seems petrified. Karlheinz
Stockhausen and Gavin Bryars are among the
Western composers who have written for its
particular mélange of timbres; Pierre Boulez
has acknowledged its influence on his work.
Ms Yanagisawa has asked each of her
performers to match traditional forms with
cutting-edge experiment. Michiyo Yagi, one of
the most innovative koto players in the world,
will follow some 19th-century pieces with an
extended improvisation in a duet with the
British saxophonist Evan Parker. Since the
pair have not yet met – Yagi having hitherto
admired Parker from afar – this will be a
genuine voyage into the unknown. Meanwhile
in Song of the Steppes she distils the musical
impressions she recently garnered on tour in
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan. The
koto’s pedigree goes back almost as far as the
sho–’s, and it was for centuries the jealously
guarded preserve of blind musicians. Ms
Yagi brings three – with 13, 17, and 21 strings
respectively – to convey to her audience the
rich complexity of its sonority (which is normally
only fully savoured by the player bent over it).
The third key instrument in this concert
series is the three-string fretless shamisen
lute, here to be heard in its vibrant ‘tsugaru’
outdoor variant. In both sound and appearance
it evokes the American banjo, and in Japanese
culture it occupies a corresponding place:
itinerant story-tellers used to accompany
themselves on it, and it too was for many years
the preserve of the blind. Its dramatic timbral
contrasts and its sweet-sour resonance have for
centuries pervaded bunraku puppet shows and
performances of kabuki theatre. The Kings Place
concert – with Shunsuke Kimura on shamisen
and flute, joined by the equally celebrated
shamisen player Etsuro Ono – will highlight the
way this instrument is keeping pace with Japan’s
fast-moving culture. As Ms Yanagisawa observes,
‘Japanese musicians never stand still – they are
always pushing out the boundaries.’
Hibiki: Resonances from Japan
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